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ABSTRACT

In this study, the plastic deformation behavior of RHA (Rolled Homogenous Alloy) steel,

Aluminum 5083 and Tungsten A 90S were investigated at high strain rates. These three

metallic materials are used in armor plate and military applications. The aim of this work

is to evaluate dynamic response of the selected armor materials used by Department of

National Defense (DND) to mechanical loading at high strain rates and to evaluate the

modes of failure in these materials.

The investigated materials were subjected to plastic deformation in compression at high

strain rates using direct impact Hopkinson Pressure Bar (HPB). This testing procedure

involves striking cylindrical specimens of the materials with a projectile at high impact

momentum. The firing pressure of the projectile was varied to produce different impact

momentums. The strain rate produced in the test materials on impact is a function of the

impact momentum. Dynamic stress strain curves showing deformation stages were

generated. The impacted samples were subjected to microscopic evaluation to determine

microstructural evolution in the materials during deformation. The objective is to

determine failure and deformation mechanisms under extreme loading conditions as in

the case of ballistic impact. These investigations show that thermo-mechanical

instabilities leading to strain localization and occurrence of Adiabatic Shear Bands

(ASBs) dominate the deformation and failure mechanism of these materials at high strain

rates and high strain. ASBs are regions of extreme strain localization and are usually

harder than the bulk material. They provide preferred crack initiation sites at high strain

rates.



The influence of strain rate and impact momentum on shear strain localization was in the

materials of interest were investigated. The test specimen samples were tested at different

firing pressure ranging from 180-400 kPa for steel samples, 80-200 kPa for aluminum

alloy and 200-340 kPa for tungsten samples. This range of firing pressure of the gun

produces impact momentum that varies between 40 kg.m/s and 60 kg.m/s for the

hardened steel projectile weighing about 1.905 kg.

Microscopic evaluation of the test samples that were cut from RHA steel after high

velocity impact shows formation of both white etching bands and deformed bands

depending on the impact momentum. At impact momentum lower than 44.53 kg.m/s, no

shear band was observed. Deformed bands were observed in samples impacted at 46.6

kg.m/s while formation of white etching bands occurred in samples impacted at samples

impacted at momentums above 47 kg.mls.. The hardness in the shear bands region is

much higher that in the bulk material. It was also found that the width and the hardness of

the white etching bands that are formed in the steel specimens are influenced by the

applied impact momentum. The width of the shear bands becomes wider and the hardness

of the shear bands increases as the impact momentum increases.

Deformed bands were observed in both tungsten and aluminum alloys. As the impact

momentum increases for RHA Steel and tungsten alloy, the ultimate stress increases until

it reaches the impact momentum that causes the formation of adiabatic shear bands. The

flow stress then decreases with further increase in impact momentum. In aluminum alloy,

as the impact momentum increases, there is no significant changes in maximum flow

stress, and the plastic deformation is dominated by adiabatic heating and occurrence of

shear band.
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Chapter One: Introduction

1 CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

When a material is deformed under quasi-static loading or at low strain rates, the heat

that is generated during the deformation process is conducted away from the sample

without even affecting the properties of the material. But at high strain rate the energy

dissipation into heat would cause a temperature rise in a localized area of the material,

leading to adiabatic heating and subsequently to shear strain localization along n¿Ìffow

bands called ASBs and shear failure. It is adiabatic since there is not enough time for the

heat to be conducted out of the hot and severely deformed region.

ASBs are formed when the strain hardening effect of plastic deformation is

overshadowed by the thermal softening effect due to local ríse in temperature. ASBs are

generally harder and more brittle than the bulk material and are usually the cause of

failure dwing dynamic loading at high strain rates. Many failwes under dynamic loading

have been traced to formation of adiabatic shear bands, which subsequently crack and

lead to material fragmentation. There are two types of ASBs in the literature: deformed

bands and transformed bands that are also called white etching bands. Deformed bands

are similar to the bulk material but they consist of highly distorted grains. Transformed

bands appear as distinct white bands when observed under optical microscope. The

reason they are called transformed bands is because the white bands are considered to be

the product of phase transformation to untempered martensite on rapid quenching by the

surrounding matrix [19]. ASBs act as acrackinitiation site during high strain-rate loading

leading to unexpected failure.
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Factors such as thermal softening, geometry of the specimens, strain rate exponent,

strain arte sensitivity , presence of cavities, material hardness, microstructure, presence of

imperfections, and heat treatment affect the formation of adiabatic shear bands. The early

investigations of ASBs were mostly focused on their initiation and propagation from the

perspective of both material science and solid mechanics. A recent investigation by Al-

ameeri [1] shows the effect of hightemperature treatment on the structure of the white

etching bands. Her investigation proves that heat treatment procedwe could remove

adiabatic shear bands.

The present investigation is caried out to evaluate dynamic response of selected

armor materials used by Department of National Defense (DND) to mechanical loading

at high strain rates. These metallic materials that were chosen by DND include RHA steel

plate, aluminum 5083 Hl31 and tungsten 4905. These materials are used as armor plates

in military vehicles. Although mechanical data for these materials under quasi-static

loading are available in the literature. Generation of mechanical datathat can be used for

simulations and modeling of their response to mechanical loading at high strain rates is

becoming increasingly very important for a better material and mechanical design that

can provide adequate protection for armed services personnel. The objective of this work

therefore is to obtain relevant mechanical properties for these materials under extreme

conditions of high strain rate similar to those obtained in the military and defense

applications. Further investigation is aimed at analyzins factors such as strain rate on the

formation of ASBs and the modes of failure in these three metallic materials.
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2 CHAPTERT TWO: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE
REVIEW

2.1 Elastic and plastic behavior of materials

Elastic strain or elastic deformation is a transitory dimensional change that exists

only while the initial stress is applied and immediately disappears upon removal of the

stress. The applied stress causes the atoms to move from their equilibrium position, while

maintaining their relative geometry. When the stress is completely removed, atoms retum

to their original position and no permanent deformation occurs. Elastic deformation

involves stretching rather that breaking the bonds between atoms. Consequently, when

the applied load is removed, the material reverts to its original, undeformed condition.

Unlike elastic deformation, plastic deformation is not recoverable and all the changes

are permanent. Plastic strain or plastic deformation is a dimensional change that does not

disappear when the initial stress is removed. Plastic deformation involves breaking the

bonds and making new bonds and is therefore permanent. Ductile materials unlike brittle

materials undergo elastic deformation followed by large plastic deformation.

2.1.1 Ductile Material

Ductile materials such as steel and aluminum initially undergo elastic deformation

followed by large plastic deformation when subjected to mechanical loading. Three main

areas can be recognizedin the stress-strain curves for ductile materials: The elastic zoîe)

strain hardening, and necking and rupture. Ductile materials also exhibit distinct ultimate

and fracture stresses. The ultimate stress is the highest point on the stress-strain curve and
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the fractwe stress is the stress at which the specimen fails. During necking, the cross-

sectional area starts to decrease in the necking region and that result in formation of many

micro-voids and these micro-voids eventually form a crack. Formation of the crack

would cause the effective cross-sectional area of the specimen to decrease excessively so

that the specimen fails (Fig2.1).
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2.1.2 Brittle Material

A brittle material behaves differently from ductile materials during mechanical

loading.
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Fig2.2 stresses -strain curve for a brittle material [2]

The most distinctive difference between the ductile material and a brittle material is

that the fracture stress and the yield stress for a brittle material are about the same unlike

what is obtainable in ductile materials. The brittle material has an unpredictable failure in

that they show a little or no plastic deformation before failure and their strain is usually

lower (Fig2.2).

Elastic Region
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Material behavior also changes with temperature. For example, at very low

temperatures (below 0 'C) steel exhibits brittle properties, while at high temperatures it

shows ductile properties.

2.1.3 High strain rate deformation

Deformation and failure mechanism in materials at high strain rates is different from

that af low strain rates as mentioned above. High strain rate deformation has been shown

to produce phenomena such as strain hardening, thermal softening, and phase transition

that affect the strength of most materials. At the start of plastic deformation strain

hardening controls the deformation process, and deformation is homogenous. As

deformation proceeds, adiabatic heating can occur in a narrow region and thermal

softening dominates the plastic deformation leading to formation of adiabatic shear

bands. In this case, the instability results in thin regions of highly deformed material,

which are often the sites of further damage and complete failure. By examining the

microstructure of the material after deformation at such high strain rates, it is easy to see

the extensive plastic deformation of the grains, fragmentation of the grain, and rotation of

particles, precipitates, and cracks [3]. By rapidly deforming the material at different

loading rates, it becomes easier to predict when failure occurs and which conditions

promote adiabatic shearing and the subsequent shear failure. These strain localizations

occw in a narrow region called adiabatic shear bands. ASBs are usually more brittle than

the bulk material and can act as precursors to failure during dynamic loading. Many cases

of failure under dynamic loading have been traced to formation of adiabatic shear bands,

which subsequently crack and lead to materials fragmentation.
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2.2 Adiabatic shear bands (ASBs)

Adiabatic shear bands (ASBs) are narrow regions of highly localized plastic

deformation induced by large local rise in temperature in a material during dynamic

mechanical loading at high strain rates [4-6]. Adiabatic heating usually occurs when the

heat generated in the microstructure is retained leading to local rise in temperature. This

localization of the deformation occurs when the strength loss from the work softening

process becomes greater than the strength increase due to work hardening. The thermal

softening process allows the metal to continue deforming rather than fracture and is of

great importance in the development of shear bands [7]. In this case, the instability results

in thin regions of highly deformed material, which are often the sites of further damage

and complete failure [6, 8-11, Fig 2.3].

In the process of adiabatic shear band formation, temperature of the localized region

rises radically due to the lack of time for the heat, generated by the deformation, to be

released to the exterior. Such a radical local temperature rise has a softening effect,

accelerating plastic instability as well as inducing micro-structural modif,rcations such as

phase transformation and recrystallization [3]. This also reduces the load-canying

capacity within the ASBs, causing final failure of the structure. Thermal softening, strain

rate, plastic strain, and friction have an effect on the deformation localization. It is has

also been found that the impact speed and the geometry constraints, have a significant

effect on shear strain localization lI2-14, 15-201. Factors such as grain rotation, grain

size, microstructure, presence of imperfections and heat treatment affect the formation of

ASBs and are explained in detail in section 2.4. When the material cools down to ambient

temperature the regions where shear bands regions are usually harder than the bulk
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material and exhibit a higher cracking tendency leading to unexpected failure in many

cases [4-6].
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2.2.1 Microstructure and properties of ASBs

There are two different types of ASBs that are formed in metallic materials at high

strain rates, deformed bands and transformed bands (Fig 2.Ð. Deformed bands are

n¿uïow bands showing extensive strain localization which are similar to the bulk

material. The deformed bands are conìmonly observed in non-ferrous alloys such as

copper, tungsten, and aluminum [21]. Transformed bands are also called white etching

bands because they appear as distinctive white bands when observed under an optical

microscope. The reason that they are called transformed bands is phase transformation

that leads to the observed color change which occurs in the shear bands dwing adiabatic

shearing. The white color of the bands is due to their austenization during adiabatic

heating and subsequent transformation to martensite [22].

Transformed bands observed in massively and rapidly deformed steels are known to

contain very fine sub-grains of a few hundred nanometer size. Transmission Electron

Microscopy (TEM) investigation by Derep l23l shows that the microstructure of

transformed bands in armour steel consists of very fine martensites, iron carbides and

ferrites having dimensions below 300 nm. Cho et al [24] attributed the formation of the

very fine cells in transformed bands to elongation and fragmentation of the existing

grains along a shear band propagation path during deformation. They observed two

microstructures in the center of the shear bands: a) highly elongated narrow sub-grains

(laths) that are extended in the shear direction and b) fine equi-axed cell with high

dislocation densities. Schematic illustration of the microstructural evolution during

adiabatic shearing by Cho and his colleagues is given in Fig 2.5.
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Elongation, fragmentation and spheroidization of the cementite layer in pearlitic steel

have also be reported inside shear bands by Zurek U5], who measured the size of

spheroidized cementite to range from 0.01 and 0.05 ¡tm. Zurek attributed the white color

of a transformed band to the resolution limit of an optical microscope in resolving the

nanoscaled structure of the shear band. Meyers et al l25l suggested that microstructural

evolution at high strain rates begin with a homogeneous distribution of dislocations that

rearrange themselves into dislocation cells which eventually become elongated sub-

grains that subsequently break down into equi-axed microcrystalline structure as strain

increases. The investigation by Meyers ef aI l25l on microstructural evolution in

stainless steels at high stain rates show that evolved shear bands consist of two regions;

one region consists of extremely fine grains (0.1-0.2 ¡rm) with well defined grain

boundaries and dislocations, and another region having a glassy structure (solid-state

amorphitization).

Armstrong et al 126l have also traced initiation and propagation of ASBs to disloca-

tion pile up that is enhanced by inclusion and precipitates. He observed a transition at

high strain rates from plasticity being controlled by movement of originally-resident

dislocation density to the strain rate being controlled by dislocation generation at the

shock front. Armstrong and Zerilli [26] suggested that a local rise in temperature and

softening can be produced when a dislocation pile-up pierces through a grain boundary

creating a site for shear band initiation. TEM investigations on o-titanium by Chichili et

al l27l also reveal the following microstructural evolution across the shear bands (a)

planar dislocation and twinning; (b) grouping of dislocation into cells; (c) formation of

10
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elongated sub-grains along shear directions; and (d) development of equiaxed nano-

crystalline grains 50 - 500 nm in diameter (Fig2.6).

It is very clear that dislocation mobility and dislocation pile-up play very prominent

roles in the occurrence of ASBs which in turn influences dynamic mechanical failure at

high strain rates.

Fig2.4: Adiabatic shear bands in AISI 4340 steel after a high velocity impact
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Fig 2.5 Schematic representation of microstructural evolution during adiabatic shearing in HY-

100 steel [24]
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2.3 Initiation of Adiabatic shear bands

According to Marchand and Duffy [4], plastic deformation of most metallic materials

occurs in three stages which begin with a homogenous strain, followed by a generally

inhomogeneous strain. At the last stage of the deformation process, extreme strain

localization will occur that results in formation of narrow shear bands (Fig 2.3). Some

scientists have different perspective about this process: Wright and Walter [28] have

mentioned that the loss in strength of the material has greater influence on the formation

of the shear bands than the strain localization. Schoenfeld and Wright [6] have suggested

that the stress collapse and adiabatic shear banding occur in the material due to non-

uniformity in the microstructure, which may be the result of internal imperfections,

porosity, and geometry of the specimen. Feng and Bassim [17] have found that the

formation of ASBs can be initiated at local material defects. Li et al. [29] have also

reported that shear bands were formed initially at the location of maximum shear stress.

Finite element modeling of occurrence of ASBs in high strength low alloy steel by

Feng and Bassim [17] have shown that material deformation at high strain rates occurs in

three stages. In the first stage there is no plastic deformation. In the second stage, the

stain hardening and thermal softening compete with each other. Thermal softening is the

result of the conversion of part of the deformation energy into heat energy while strain

hardening is due to the increase of the dislocation density during deformation. Dwing the

last stage of deformation, thermal softening dominates the deformation process and that

leads to the stress collapse, strain localization, and formation of ASBs [9]. Odeshi et al.

[7] also suggested fhat af the beginning of the deformation process the flow stress

increases with increasing strain and the strain hardening effect of the plastic deformation
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controls the deformation process until the maximum flow stress is reached. Beyond the

maximum flow stress, thermal softening dominates the deformation process and the flow

stress decreases with increasing strain. As strain increases, a critical strain is reached

where stress collapse and strain localization along shear bands will occur. The stress

collapse occurs due to thermo-mechanical instability caused by excessive heating in the

shear band region (Fig 2.3).

15
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2.4 Factors influencing formation of ASBs

Many factors influence formation and propagation of ASBs such as specimen

geometry, surface friction, heat capacity, heat conductivity, strength level, thermal

softening, chemical composition, strain rate, microstructure, and presence of

imperfections. It is also been found that heat treatment has a significant effect on shear

localization [13].

It has been reported that the materials with high thermal softening, high value of

hardness, but low strain rate sensitivity and low thermal conductivity are more

susceptible to formation of ASBs [15, 16].

The grain size has an effect on initiation of shear bands. Larger grains exhibit a lower

yield stress and smaller grains have a higher yield stress. The larger grain will deform

preferentially and could be an initiation site (30, 31 and Fig2.7 (a)).

Grain rotation can lead to softening which could be the cause of initiation of shear

bands (30,31 and Fig 2.7 (b)) and dislocation pile-up passing through a grain boundary

can generate a local rise in temperature and plastic deformation that could initiate strain

localization and occurrence of adiabatic shear band [30,31,Fig 2J(c)].

o fn Steels

It has been suggested by Zvrek [15] that formation of cracks in steel samples under

tensile test would prevent sufficient localization of deformation unlike what is observable

in compression at high strain rates. He observed that the fractrne due to the formation of

crack in the impact testing is caused by the localized adiabatic heating and the formation

of adiabatic shear bands. Microstructure plays a significant influence on the type of ASBs

that is formed in steel at high strain rates. Rogers and Shastry [i9] recorded the formation
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of white etching bands in quenched and tempered AISI 1018 steel while Meyers and

V/ittman [20] observed deformed bands in the same steel samples but in the normalized

condition.

Feng and Bassim [7] reported that the presence of microstructural imperfections and

inclusions such as secondary precipitates promote the occurrence of ASBs in steel.

In a recent investigation, Odeshi et al. ll4l confirmed that heat treatment has a

significant influence on the formation of ASBs in AISI 4340 steel samples. Whereas

white etching bands are reportedly formed in the quench-hardened steel samples that are

tempered at 300oC and 400"C, deformed bands are observed in the steel samples

tempered at the temperature above 500"C. This shows that increasing the tempering

temperature would reduce the tendency for the formation of very hard white etching

bands that is highly susceptible to cracking (Fig 2.8).

o In aluminum alloys

El-Magd and Brodmann t32l reported that the adiabatic heating during the

deformation process in aluminum samples reduces the flow stress and promotes

instability. Their investigation proved that under dynamic loading conditions, the stain

rate sensitivity of the material increases with increasing strain rate. They also suggested

the influence of material parameter and deformation conditions on the formation of

adiabatic shear bands. They showed that the geometry of the aluminum alloys plays a

major role in the formation of adiabatic shear band. Owolabi et al. [33] observed that

reinforcing the aluminum alloy with alumina particles increases its strength and stiffness.

However, the susceptibility of the aluminum alloy to strain localization and adiabatic

shear failure increases with particulate reinforcement. In addition, the particulate

17
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reinforcement leads to cracking of the surface of the impact samples depending on the

volume fraction of the particulate reinforcement as well as on impact momentum.

o fn tungsten

Li suggested [34] that the geometry of the test specimen plays a very important role

in the occurrence of adiabatic shear band in tungsten. He used numerical simulation to

establish that an uneven stress condition in the specimen is the reason for the initiation

and propagation of ASBs. Numerical simulation also reveals the sensitivity of ASB

initiation to surface füction.

Kim and Lee [35] have also suggested that the important factors involved in the

formation of shear bands are the thermal instability, the microstructural factors such as

the shape of the tungsten particles and the characteristics of interface between them. Bose

and Couque [36] have suggested that tungsten alloys do not shear adiabaticalty by

themselves. The localized microstructural inhomogeneties such as voids and large matrix

pools may acf as elements that trigger the shear localization events.

18
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2.5 Propagation of shear bands and failure of material

As mentioned previously, ASBs initiate at inhomogeneities [12]. Investigations by

Odeshi et al. l7l showed that fractue of the samples occurs by crack initiation and

propagation along the shear bands. The cracks are initiated by nucleation of micro voids

which coalesce, grow, and develop into a crack. This investigation also shows that shear

bands in the cylindrical steel samples form two conical shells. When they are observed in

the transverse section, the bands have circular or parabolic shape depending on the

intensity of impact momentum. In between the two circular bands there is an ASB free

zone at the middle of the cylinder. If there is a crack initiated on one of the cones, it

would propagate through the free zone and continues along the adjacent part until the

sample fractures into two parts (Figs 2.9-2.11).

Shear bands have lower flow stress because of the heat that is generated in the

material during impact testing. Formation of cracks occurs in three stages. The first stage

is the nucleation of voids within the shear bands (Fig2.l2(a)). Most voids are initiated at

the width of the band and are elongated to an elliptical shape along direction of the shear

band. The second stage is elongation and rotation of voids. Finally at the last stage, voids

join together and create cracks [14],(Fig 2.12b). These cracks would propagate and result

in failure of the material (Fig2.12(c)). Feng and Bassim [17] have also suggested that the

growth of shear bands is affected by strain hardening, thermal softening, and thermal

conductivity.

There ate a number of reasons for formation of voids in the material. The high

temperatures of the shear band regions make them have lower flow stress than the

surrounding matrix and consequently generate tensile stresses that will open up voids in
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the shear bands f37,20, and 38]. In addition to the theory of tensile stress opening up

voids in shear bands during thermal softening, cavitations growth by atomic mobility at

high temperature has also been proposed for voids nucleation in ASBs [39]. The

equilibrium number atomic vacancies Qrtry) caused by atomic mobility are known to

increase exponentially with absolute temperature (T) as follows:

N,=r/expl#l (2.r)

Where N is the total number of atomic sites, Qy the activation energy require to

produce one mole of vacancies and R the general gas constant. The high temperature in

the shear bands during adiabatic shearing will therefore promote formation of vacant

lattice sites in the bands.

Shear bands are usually harder and more brittle that the bulk material. Moreover,

they have a higher cracking tendency. Increase in hardness makes the material more

brittle and more subject to cracking. Dong-kuk and Sunghak Lee [35] suggested that

when shear bands are formed, hardness of the central area of the bands increases and

resistance to applied load is radically reduced, inducing easier initiation and propagation

of cracks in the area and results in failure of the material

Meyers [37] suggested that cracks initiate and propagate within the shear bands and

more often they intersect with each other, causing failure. The mechanism of plastic

deformation at high strain rates such as ballistic impact is a complex phenomenon that is

dominated by strain localization along narrow bands. Most unexpected failure of
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materials under impact loading has been traced to this strain localization during

deformation.

The objective of this study is to investigate the mechanism of plastic deformation and

occtlrrence of strain localization and adiabatic shear banding in Rolled Homogeneous

Armor (RHA) steel, Tungsten heavy alloy (WHA) and aluminum 5083 H131 alloy. The

aim of this work is also to evaluate and to compare the dynamic response of these

selected arrnor materials use by the Department of National Defense (DND). These are

armored material used in military applications and constantly exposed to high strain-rate

deformation in service.

This thesis is mainly focused on the influence of the impact momentum on the

deformation mechanism and analysis of the modes of failure in these three metallic

materials.
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Fig 2.11 Tested samples (a) before impact

b

and (b) after fragmentation under impact loading [141
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(c)

Fig2.l2 (a) Coalescence of micro-voids generating micro-cracks at the initial stage of cracking ,

(b) Crack propagation part along a shear band, (c) Failure of the material [4]
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3 CHAPTER THREE: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

3.1 Introduction

This chapter covers:

o Materials used in this study

o Description of the geometry of the specimens

o Use of the Direct Hopkinson Pressure Bar

o Preparation of the specimens for metallurgical analysis

o Micro-hardness measurements.

3.2 Materials

The materials used in this study are:

o Group one: RHA Steel

o Group two: Aluminum 5083 Hl31

o Group three: Tungsten A 90S

The materials were supplied by DND (Department of National Defense) and were

sent to our research group for testing. Test specimens for each material were cut from the

same bar as provided by DND.
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3.3 Geometry of the specimens

The cylindrical test specimens were 10.5 mm in length and 9.5 mm in diameter. The

dimensions were chosen to achieve maximum strain and strain rate in the materials

during impact, based on earlier work by Bassim [12].

=lEIql
ol

:l
, 9.5 mm

Fig 3.1: Geometry of test specimen for compression test

Fig 3.2: Optical micrograph of the investigated RHA Steel in as received condition
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Fig 3.3: Optical micrograph of the Aluminum 5083 in as received condition

Fig 3.4: Optical micrograph of the Tungsten A90S in as received condition

':",.
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3.4 Impact Test

The three groups of the investigated materials were impacted using the direct impact

Hopkinson Pressure Bar (HPB). The firing presswe for different groups of materials

ranged differently. The firing pressure for Steel samples ranged from 140-400 kPa, for

Aluminum 80-200 kPa and for Tungsten 200-360 kPa. The firing pressure was varied to

investigate the influence of impact momentum on response of the materials to dynamic

mechanical loading at high strain rates. The corresponding impact momentums produced

by various firing pressures are presented in Table3.l. All impact tests were conducted at

room temperature and under atmospheric pressure.

3.4.1 Operation of the Direct -Impact Hopkinson Pressure Bar

The Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar is the most commonly used method for

investigating the effect of the high strain rate on different kinds of material. The SHPB,

which was developed from Bertram Hopkinson bar by Kolsky in 1949, remains the

standard equipment for measuring the response of engineering materials to high strain

rate deformation to the range of 10 3- 104 S-1. A sketch of the direct impact Hopkinson

Bar used in this study is presented in Fig 3.5. The Hopkinson Bar consists of a projectile,

pressure vessel, control box, firing barrel, test specimen, strain gage, and transmitted bar,

which is 3.8cm in diameter and 1.5m long.

o Projectile

The projectile is a cylindrical 4340 Steel bar and it is heat treated to a Rockwell

hardness value of 47 HRC with the length of 0.2 m and the weight of 1.905 kg (See Fig

3.9). The projectile is fired using a light gun, which causes a compressive stress wave to

travel through the specimen to the transmitted bar.
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o Gun barrel

A hollow cylinder connected to the gun to guide the projectile toward the sample at

high velocity (See Fig 3.8)

o The Timer

The time for the projectile to travel and hit the specimens is measured with the use of

a timer.

o Accumulator and firing chamber

The compressed air in the accumulator is used to produce the pressure in the firing

barrel to force the projectile to strike the sample at high velocity. A pressure gage

attached to the accumulator measures the firing pressure.

o Control Box

The control box is a unit that controls all the various parts of the SHPB and consists

of a power switch button, retract/reset button which bring the projectile to the start point,

: charge button for charging process before firing, accumulator presstrre button for

. controlling the firing pressure, fire button for firing the projectile and a pressure gauge

; for changing to desire pressure for the impact testing (See Fig 3.6).

o Transmitted Bar

The transmitted bar is made of AISI 4340 steel which has been heat-treated to a

hardness of 45 HRC. The length of the transmitted bar is chosen in a way that the time

for the reflected pulse to arrive at the strain gauge would be greater than the time required

for the deformation of the specimen (See Fig 3.7).
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The specimen was made to stick to the transmitter bar using Vaseline. The projectile

was fully lubricated using Molybdenum disulphide (MoSz). On firing the gun, the

projectile strikes the test samples at a very high velocity (See Fig 3.10). This impact

loading of the specimen generates elastic waves which travel through the specimen unto

the transmiuer bar. The amplified elastic waves are captured by an oscilloscope in the

form of voltage- time data. The impact velocity of the projectile is directly proportional

to the firing pressure. Some of the tested specimens failed at higher impact velocities.

The experimental data sheet is given in Table 3.1. Strain signals were saved by the

oscilloscope and transferred to the computer for further analysis.

Firing Chamber
Gun barrel

Transmitter bar
Sægimen Strain gage

Oscilloscope

Arnplifier

Computer

Fig 3.5: Schematic Representation of the Direct Hopkinson Bar

ïrner

Trl
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Fig 3.6: Control equipment of SHB
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Fig 3.7: Transmitted bar and strain gauge

Fig 3.8: Firing barrel of SHB
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Fig 3.9: Steel Projectile used in SHB experiment

Fig3.10: Projectile left impacting the specimen mounted on the transmitted bar
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The signal from the transmitted bar was collected by the oscilloscope in form of

voltage-time data. Equipment calibration shows that the relationship between load and

recorded signal voltage is given as follows:

Load (KN):Vohage (-V) * 0.1601 (3.1)

Assuming constant volume, linear variation of displacement with time and constant

strain rate, the true stress and true strain at time are given by the following expressions:

(3.2)

rtr)-1$\ s'/ 
L, -(L, -LrXt/ tr)

(3.3)

where Li and L¡are the initial and final lengths of the tested specimens (Fig 3.11).

The maximum strain in a specimen is directly proportional to the stain rate and the length

of the striker bar.

e-2€L r= Co

Co or t = 2t' Q.4)
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Where Co is the longitudinal wave propagation velocity in the transmitted bar. The

strain rates were calculated for each sample using equation 3.4 and are shown in

Table3.l. Dynamic stress strain curves at high strain rates were generated using equation

3.2-3.4 and are shown in Table3.1.

Fig 3.11: Change in geometry of the specimen during testing
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Table3.1: experimental data sheet for high strain -rate testing

Sample
No

Material
Lo
(mm)

Do
(mm)

Area
(**')

Pres-
sure
(kPa)

Time
(Ð Lf

Impact
velocity
(m/s)

.mpact
Momen-
um
(kg.m/s)

Nominal
Strain

Strain
Rate

(/s)

s. 1 RHA Steel 10.46 9.39 69.3 180 12.73 7.52 21.60 41.95 0.281 2818

s.2 RHA Steel t0.49 9.39 69.3 200 12.03 7.29 22.86 44.39 0.305 3059
s.3 RHA Steel 10.48 9.43 69.9 200 t|.99 7.20 22.94 44.54 0.3 13 3 r38
s.4 RHA Steel 10.66 9.46 70.3 220 11.47 6.96 23.98 46.56 0.347 3480

s.5 RHA Steel r0.75 9.43 69.9 240 I 1.10 6.78 24.77 48.1 I 0.369 3703
s.6 RHA Steel 10.s4 9.35 68.7 280 r0.24 6.12 26.86 52.16 0.419 4205
s.7 RHA Steel 10.61 9.47 70.5 320 9.48 5.43 29.01 56.33 0.488 4895
s.8 RHA Steel 10.51 9.39 69.3 340 9.26 5.37 29.70 s7.68 0.489 4904
s.9 RHA Steel 10.68 9.48 70.6 360 9.0r 3.50 30.52 59.27 0.663 6741

s.10 RHA Steel 10.68 9.5 70.9 360 9.00 3.48 30.s6 59.34 0.674 6759
s.l1 RHA Steel 10.68 9.48 70.6 360 9.00 3.60 30.56 59.34 0.663 6649
s.12 RHA Steel 10.68 9.45 70.2 400 8.60 3.40 31.98 62.10 0.682 683s
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Tu. I Tungsten 10.44 9.52 71.2 200 12.14 8.43 22.65 43.99 0.193 1930

Tu.2 Tungsten 10.53 9.47 70.5 220 1.77 8.33 23.36 45.38 0.209 2095

Tu.3 Tungsten 10.6 9.66 I J.5 240 rl.l7 8. l5 24.62 47.81 0.231 2317

Tu.4 Tungsten 10.52 9.s6 71.8 280 10.36 7.64 26.54 51.55 0.274 2745

Tu.5 Tungsten 10.52 9.57 71.9 320 9.65 7.10 28.50 55.34 0.325 3260

Tu.6 Tungsten 10.5 9.62 72.7 340 9.38 6.87 29.32 s6.93 0.346 3466
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3.5 Metallurgical preparation of the materials

After using the HPB to generate high strain rate in the material, the impacted

specimens were mounted using bakelite black phenolic powder, followed by grinding,

polishing, and etching in preparation for metallographic investigation.

o Mounting

Mounting thickness is very important because very thick samples are hard to keep

flat during grinding and very thin samples are hard to handle. The molding powder is

black phenolic powder and the mounting temperature and pressure were 130oC and 4.2

MPa respectively. Mounting requires pressure and high temperature to fi.rse the powder

material in to a solid mass around the sample. The elevated temperature and pressure

inside the chamber allows compacting and melting the black bakelite around the samples

forming a cylindrical plastic mount.(Fig 3.12)

o Grinding and polishing

The samples were ground on emery paper with sizes starting from 120 microns to

600 microns. After grinding the samples were polished to a mir¡or finished surface. The

samples were polished on the 6 microns wheel frrst followed by the 1 micron polishing

o Etching

The etchants used in this study and the etching time are as listed below

. I{HA Steel: 2% Nital for a bout 60 seconds

. Aluminum 5083 H131: 1Oml of H:PO¿ with 90 ml of water for about 35

seconds

. Tungsten: Murakami reagent (10g of K3Fe(CN)6, 10g of KOH and 10 ml

of water) for about 60 seconds
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After etching, the samples were rinsed with water and later with alcohol, dried and

stored in desiccators to preserve the prepared surfaces from moisture and scratches prior

to microscopic examination. All prepared samples were investigated using Zeiss optical

microscope with the Clemex Vision Analyzer. Some samples were also evaluated using

JELO JSM-5900 LV Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) using applied voltage of 20V.

Fig: 3.12: Mounted specimen -radial section (Mag. Xl.5)
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3.6 Micro-hardness Measurements

The micro-hardness test was based on the Vickers method (VH). The equipment used

was Letz 'Wetzler Micro-hardness tester. A 136" pyramids diamond indenter was used to

form a square indent inside and outside the shear bands. A 50 gm load was used to form

the indent depending on the metal hardness. After removing the indenter, the lengths of

the two diagonals using microscopic lens guided by a small ruler were measured. By

using standard hardness tables, the corresponding hardness values were determined.

Hardness measurements were taken inside and outside the shear band regions in the

tested samples after high velocity impact (Fig 3.13).

Fig 3.13: Micrograph showing indents inside of shear bands
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4 CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Introduction

This section will cover:

1. The results of the dynamic stress-strain response for:

o RHA Steel

o Aluminum 5083 H131

o Tungsten A90S

2. The behavior of the specimens and the formation of ASBs under different

values of impact momentum.

3. Discussion regarding hardness of the materials both inside and outside the

shear bands for each group of samples.

4. Comparison of the results from the mechanical tests and microstructural

evaluation.
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4.2 Dynamic stress- strain curves

Experimental data for the investigations on the RHA steel are presented in Table3.l .

Typical stress strain curves obtained from high strain-rate testing of the RHA steel are

presented in Fig 4.1. As the impact momentum increases ftom 42 Kg.mis to 52.2 Kg.m/s

the maximum flow stress increases from approximately i200 MPa to i450 MPa, as

shown in Fig 4.l.It is also seen that the maximum flow stress then starting to go down to

approximately 830 MPa as the impact momentum increases from 56.3 Kg.m/s to 59.3

Kg.m/s.

Table3.l also gives the experimental dafa for the high velocity impact test on the

tungsten alloy testing, while typical stress strain curves obtained are presented in Fig 4.2.

According to Fig 4.3 as the impact momentum increases from 45.4 Kg.m/s to 56.9

Kg.m/s, the maximum flow stress increases from approximately 1220MPato 1375 MPa.

The maximum flow stress then starts to decrease to approximately 1000 MPa as shown in

Fig4.2.

Table 3.1 also shows the experimental data for the high velocity impact of the test

specimens for the aluminum alloy. Fig 4.3 shows the comparison of the stress vs. strain

curyes for five different aluminum alloys under different impact momentums during the

high strain rate testing. It is obvious that impact momentum does not have significant

effect on the maximum flow stress on aluminum alloys.

Fig 4.4 and 4.5 show the comparison of the curves strain rates vs. impact

momentums and engineering strains vs. impact momentums respectively. It is seen that

the as the impact momentum increases, strain rate and total engineering strain also

increases. Fig 4.6 shows the comparison of the maximum flow vs. impact momentum for
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steel, aluminum and tungsten. It is obvious from Fig 4.6 that for steel and tungsten the

maximum flow stress increases initially with increase of the impact momentum and then

starts to go down with fuither increases in impact momentum.Fig4.T shows the dynamic

stress strain curves of all the three alloys in compression at the comparable impact

momentum of a bout 45 Kg.m/s. Detailed description of the curves will be discussed in

section 4.5.
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RHA Steel

+ lmpact Momentum:42.0 kg.m/s
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-+- lmpact Momentum: 52.2 kg.m/s

-x- lmpact Momentum:56.3 kg.m/s

-e- lmpact Momentum: 57.7 kg.m/s

-e- lmpact Momentum: 59.3 kg.m/s
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Fig 4.1: Dynamic stress-strain curves for RHA steel samples under different impact momentum
(The curves are given in color to enable distinction between specimens)
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Tungsten A 90S

+ lmpact Momentum: 45.4 kg.n/s
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Fig 4.2: Dynamic stress-strain curves for Tungsten samples under different impact momentum
(The curves are given in color to enable distinction between specimens)
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Aluminium 5083 H131
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Fig 4.3: Dynamic stress-strain curves for Aluminum samples under different impact momentum
(The curves are given in color to enable distinction between specimens)
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4.3 Comparison of the curves for Steel, Aluminum and Tungsten
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Fig 4.4: Effect of impact momentum on strain rates (The curves are given in color to enable
distinction between specimens)
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ßig 4.7: Dynamic stress strain curves of all the three alloys in compression at comparable impact
momentum of about 4 5 kg.m/s (The curves are given in color to enable distinction between

specimens, sample S.3,,4.1.1, and Tu.2)
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4.4 Optical microscopic analysis and hardness measurements

After using the SHPB to generate high strain rate in the material, the specimens were

examined using optical microscopy to evaluate and compare the formation of ASBs in

the samples during impact testing. The hardness of the shear band is higher than that of

the bulk material because there are significant increases in dislocations within the bands

[10]. Tungsten samples were also evaluated under Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

for further analysis.

4.4.1 Optical microscopy in steel samples

As seen from Fig 4.8 kgm/s and Fig 4.9 kgm/s, steel samples show no shear band at

the impact momentum of 41.94 kgmis and 44.53 kgmis. V/ith increasing the impact

momentum to 46.6 kgrr/s deformed bands starts to initiate at the edge of the specimens.

By further increasing the impact momentum to 56.34 kgm/s, the white etching bands are

observed in the steel samples. The white etching bands becomes thicker as impact

momentum increases up to 59.42 kgm/s when the steel sample cannot withstand the high

impact momentum and fragments. The detailed microscopy analysis of steel sample will

be discussed in section 4.5.
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Fig 4.8: Steel sample (1) impacted at 41.94 kgm/s (no shear band)

Fig 4.9: Steel sample (3) impacted at 44.53 kgm/s (no shear band)

Fig 4.10: Steel sample (4) impacted at 46.6 þ.m/s @eformed bands along the edge of the sample)
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(a)

Fig 4.11: Steel sample (7) impacted at56.34 kgm/s, (a) Start of the white etching bands, (b) Adiabatic
shear band, (c) Initiation of crack within shear band

(b)

(c)
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t;y;ktt
,?.1:)!/î)

300 ¡rm

Fig4.l2: Optical micrographs showing an overview of a c-shaped adiabatic shear band
(white etching band) observed on transverse section of RHA Steel subjected to an impact

momentum of 56.6 þ.m/s
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(c) (d)

Fig 4.13: (a) Steel sample (8) shows a thicker shear band for impact momentum of 57.7 kgm/s than
the previous samples that are subjected to lower impact momentum, (b) the end of the shear band in

the middle of the specimen, (c) & (d) higher magnification
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Fig 4.14: Steel sample (9) impacted at 59.42 kgm/s (a) initiation of crack, (b) shear band, (c) Splash
of the shear band, (d) very thick shear band, (e) crack propagation inside shear band.
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80 Pm

(c)

Fig 4.15: Optical micrograph showing splashing and spreading of ASBs in RHA Steel impacted at
59.3 kg.m/s
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lmpact direction

Side view
Top view

lmpact direction

Fig 4.16: (a) Optical macrograph (Mag. X3) of the steel sample 9 (S.9) impacted at 59.3 kg.m/s
showing adiabatic shear and failure fusion of fragments along the shear bands. (b) A sketch of the
Iongitudinal section of the sample after impact showing three fragments 1, 2 and 3 fused together

along the ASBs (white strips). Arrows indicate shear flow directions
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Fig 4.17: Steel Sample 7, Shear Band Width Measurement

Fig 4.18: Steel Sample 8, Shear Band Width Measurement

Fig 4.19: Steel Sample 9, Shear Band Width Measurement
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Table 4.1: Width of the shear bands

Table 4.2: Hardness Measurements (VfI) of Steel samples

Steel sample \ryidth of the shear bands Average Width

s.7
14.77¡tm

13.07¡tm

14.97¡tm

14.27¡m

s.8
36.85pm
33.55pm
26.4¡tm

32.27¡tm

s.9
77.55¡m
47.54pm
65.36¡rm

63.484pm

Steel Samples
Average outside of the
shear bands

Average inside of the
shear bands

s.1 25OVH No shear Bands (NSB)

s.3 252VH NSB

s.4 2s3VIl 743VH

s.7 255.5VH 847VH

s.8 256VH 988VH

s.9 258VH 1355VH
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lnside white etching band (lM = 59.4 kg.m/s2)

lnside white etching band (lM = 57.7 kg.m/s2)

lnside white etching band (lM = 56.3 kg.mis2)

lnside white etching band (lM = 46.6 kg.m/s2)

lnside deformed band (lM = 44.5 kg.m/s2)

lnside Deformed band (lM = 41.9 kg.m/s2)

Outside shear band

Fig 4.20: Hardness outside and inside shear bands in
(IM)

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600

Hardness (HV)

RHA Steel as a function of impact momentum
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4.4,2 Optical microscopy in Aluminum sample

(e) (Ð

ßig 4.212 Optical micrographs showing adiabatic shear band along transverse section of Aluminum
5083 H131 alloy impacted at 29.0 kg.m/s: (a) circular ASB close to the circumference. (b), (c) & (d)

linear ASB across the cross section at different magnifications. (e) Microstructure inside ASB and (f)
microstructure outside ASB
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Fig 4.222 Optical micrographs showing adiabatic shear band along transverse section of Aluminum
5083 H131 alloy impacted at 40.1 kg.m/s: (a) circular ASB close to the circumference. (b), (c), (d)

Iinear ASB across the cross section at different magnifications, (e) Microstructure inside and outside
ASB
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Fig 4.23: Optical mÍcrographs showing adiabatic shear band along transverse section of Aluminum
5083 H131 alloy impacted at 45.49 þ.m/s: (a) (b), (c) ASB across the cross section at different

magnifications. (d) Microstructure inside ASB and (e) Microstructure outside ASB
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Table 4.3: Hardness Measurements (VI! of aluminum samples

4,4.3 Optical microscopy in Tungsten samples

Aluminum
Samples

Outside of the
deformed bands(Vlf)

Inside of the deformed
bands(VÐ

A1. I t37¡tm 157¡tm

Al. 2 l27pm 154pm

At.3 I42pm 154pm

Al. 4 131pm 158pm

At. 5 742.5¡tm 155.5pm

Al. 6 127.5¡tm 153.5pm

Al. 7 132¡tm 148.5¡rm

Al. I 130.5pm 142.5¡tm

:i,?l:a.:i.
t:,l.i|'/:i:

i:t::*:
|::Eiat:,:

Fig 4.24: Optical micrograph showing microstructure of the Tungsten alloy
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Fig 4.25: Polished surface of impacted Tungsten A90S showing small fragment during testing

(Mag.X2.2)
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Fig 4.26: Microstrl¡cture of the Tungsten alloy- SEM micrograph

Fig 4.27: SEM micrograph showing deformed band in Tungsten A 90S alloy after high velocity
impact momentum of 56.9 kgm/s
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Fig 4.28: SEM micrographs of fracture conical shape fracture surface of Tungsten A90S alloy
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Table 4.4: Hardness Measurements (VÐ of Tungsten samples

Tungsten
Samples

Average outside of the
deformed bands fVH)

Average inside of the
deformed bands fWÐ

Tu. 1 642 No Shear Bands CNSB)

Tu.2 653.5 NSB

Tu.3 645.5 NSB

Tu.4 657.5 NSB

Tu.5 698 806.6

Tu.6 712 775
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4.5 I)iscussion

Table 4.1 shows the experimental data for the high velocity impact of the test

specimens for the steel, aluminum, and tungsten samples.

Fig 4.1 shows the flow stress in steel samples increases initially with strain, reaching

a maximum value and decreases with subsequent increase in strain. Thermal softening

dominates the later stage of deformation leading to stress drop at high strain values.

Similar behavior is observed in tungsten samples while typical stress-strain curves

obtained are presented in Fig 4.2.In RHA steel and tungsten A90S alloys, the maximum

flow stress before stress drop is influenced by the impact momentum of the projectile.

The ultimate stress increases initially with increasing impact momentum reaching a

maximum at a critical value of the impact momentum, and decreases with further

increase in impact momentum. The initial increase in maximum flow stress with increase

in impact momentum is due to the strain hardening effect of plastic deformation. Beyond

the critical value, thermal softening and occurrence of adiabatic shear bands, as a result of

increased adiabatic heating, plays a more dominant role over strain hardening leading to

the observed decrease in the maximum flow stress.

Typical stress strain curves obtained from high strain-rate testing of the Aluminum

5083 are presented in Fig 4.3. In aluminum alloys, the maximum flow stress does not

vary with increasing the impact momentum because the thermal softening effects of

adiabatic heating dominates deformation to the extent that the increase in strain hardening

effects of increasing impact momentum is quickly nullified by thermal softening and

adiabatic shear banding.
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Comparing the dynamic stress strain behavior of RHA Steel, Tungsten A 90S and

Aluminum 5083 at impact momentum of 45.5 kg.m/s shows that the flow stress of RHA

Steel and Tungsten A90S are comparable at this strain rate and they are much higher than

that of the Aluminum alloys (see Fig 4.7).This shows that steel and tungsten can

withstand higher stress at high strain rates than aluminum before adiabatic shear failure.

Fig 4.4 and Fig 4.5 show the comparative evaluation of the engineering strain and

strain rates produced in the investigated alloys as a function of the impact momentum of

the striker bar. The higher the firing pressure, the higher the impact momentum. The

higher the impact momentum, the higher the strain rates generated in the specimens.

It is observed that aluminum alloy has the lowest resistance to plastic deformation

while tungsten alloys have the highest resistance to plastic deformation. The slope of the

engineering strain against impact momentum ís 0.202,0.014, and 0.012 for Aluminum

5083, RHA Steel, and Tungsten A 90S respectively, therefore aluminum alloy is more

ductile compare to tungsten and steel.

The RHA steel exhibits a plate-like microstructure which is typical of a martensitic

structure. Optical microscopic examination of the samples after impact test shows that

steel samples impacted af a momentum below 44.5 kg.mls do not show any shear bands

due to the low impact momentum and consequently low strain rate. (Figs 4.8 and 4.9). As

the impact momentum exceeds 44.5 kg.nt/s, the deformed bands appears in the steel

sample (Fig a.10). This shows that adiabatic heating leading to ASBs plays a major role

in the deformation process and fracture behavior of the steel samples at impact

momentum above 44.5 kg.mls. As the impact momentum continues to increase, more

transformed bands or the white etching bands appear in the steel samples (Figs 4.1I,4.12
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and 4.13). The width of shear bands also increases with increasing impact momentum.

This is because the more the impact momentum the more the energy that applies to the

material and the adiabatically heated zone gets larger and that results in thicker shear

bands (Table 4.1). It is clear that before the failure occurs, the shear bands spread out in

the material and that causes the initiation of the cracks and failure of the material at high

impact momentum of 59.3 kg.m/s (Fig.4.15). The hardness of the shear bands in steel

samples is higher that the bulk material (Table 4.1) and also the hardness increases with

increasing the impact momentum (Fig a.20)

Under high strain rate testing, aluminum alloys show strain localization and adiabatic

shear bands. It can be seen from Figs 4.21- 4.23 that formation of ASBs in aluminum

alloys are in the form of deformed bands rather that transformed bands. Shear bands

formed in aluminum alloys have lower tendencies to cracking than the shear bands

formed in steel and tungsten because as the impact momentum continuously increases,

the aluminum samples keeps deforming rather than breaking which was observed in steel

and aluminum samples. The hardness of the shear bands in the Aluminum alloy is also

higher that the bulk material as it is observes in the steel samples (Table 4.3).

Results of the investigation on the tungsten alloy, as seen in Fig 4.25, show that as

the impact momentum exceeds 50 kg.m/s, parts of fragments flaked off from the

specimen leaving behind conical shape cavities on the swface of the specimen. The

conical shape of the cavity is similar to that of the white etching bands formed in steel

specimens after high velocity impact test. Such detachment of fragments was not

observed in the aluminum alloy or RHA Steel. The extreme strain localization along the

shear bands may causes this immediate cracking and fracture along the shear bands in the
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tungsten alloy. According to Owolabi et al [33], the low strain-rate sensitivity in tungsten

alloy causes the formation of adiabatic shear bands.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) examination of turigsten alloy proves the

occurrence of shear bands formation at the point where the fragments are detached from

the test specimen (Fig a.27). The deformed bands in tungsten alloy consist of distorted

and elongated grains. SEM investigations also show the ring shape of the surface cavity.

The hardness of the shear bands in tungsten alloys is higher than that of the bulk

material as observed in RHA steel and aluminum alloy (Table 4.4).

Results of the investigation show that the stress collapse time and the critical strain

required for the stress collapse leading to mechanical instability, loss of load carrying

capacity and ultimately to strain localization are significantly influenced by strain rates

and microstructure. In the present study the influence of strain rate on shear localization

agrees with Chichili and Ramesh [27] investigation which showed that the shear

localization in tungsten alloy is highly dependent on strain rate. The higher the strain rate,

the faster the stress collapsed time and the earlier the onset and occurrence of adiabatic

shear bands. Plastic deformation and failure of the tested materials at high strain rate are

dominated by occurrence of adiabatic shear bands.

By looking at the results of RHA Steel and tungsten A90S after impact it is clear that

ASBs formed in these two materials are the cause of crack initiation and propagation and

eventually failure of material.

Most failures at high strain rate are the result of strain localization and formation of

adiabatic shear bands, because adiabatic shea¡ bands are microstructural imperfection that

can generate early failure in the matet'ral at high strain rates. Marchand and Duffy [a]
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have also proved that shear bands are initiated at a point in the test section and propagate

rapidly as deformation proceeds.

As previously mentioned, there are two kinds of shear bands identified in the

literature: deformed and transformed bands. Deformed bands appear as severely distorted

region showing extensive shear deformation. This type of shear bands was observed in

the aluminum and tungsten alloy and in RHA steel at impact momentum below

48 kg.m/s. The other type of shear bands are called transformed band or the white etching

bands which is observed in RHA Steel at impact momentum above 48 kg.m/s and were

not observed in the aluminum and tungsten alloy. The white color of the bands is because

of the phase transformation that occurs in the steel samples during the testing as a result

of the increase in the temperature inside the shear band. It has been suggested that the

white colure of the bands is the product of austenite to untempered martensite during

adiabatic shearing [41]. Several TEM studies on white ASB in steel have shown that the

shear bands consist of very fine cells less than 100 nm in size [20, 42]. Meyers and

Wittman [20] reported that the white etching band in steel samples consist of fine FesCz

Carbides and very fine martensite laths and suggested that white etching forms because

the dissolution of carbide changes the etching characteristics of the shear band.

Armstrong and Zerilli [26] suggested that softening and the local rise in temperature

in the material can happen when a dislocation pile up cut through a grain boundary and it

creates a site for shear band initiation and shear propagation while it is high enough to

cause the phase change in steel and lead to changes in strength and other mechanical

properties.
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Cho et al. l24l suggested that the mechanism for formation of transformed band in

pearlitic steel consists of elongation and fragmentation of the grains into very fine sub-

grains along the band of intense strain localization. Zvrek [15] also reported extremely

fine nanosized grains inside transformed bands in steel and suggested that the resolution

limit of optical microscope in resolving the nanostructure of the transformed band

accounts for white color of transformed bands.

Li et al. [29] also reported that at high strain rate the failure of titanium alloy Ti-17 is

more sensitive to strain rate than to the applied stress level. Odeshi et al. l43l suggested

that the type of shear bands formed in steel samples depends on the extent of

fragmentation which depends on the velocity of the impact during testing. The velocity of

the impact determines the impact momentum.

In the present study, the steel samples showed no shear bands below impact

momentum of 48 kg.m/s. This is because the impact velocity is not high enough to cause

the initiation of the shear bands. According to Bonnet-Lebouvier et al. l44l there is a

threshold impact momentum, below which no shear bands propagation is obtainable.

That minimum impact momentum required for the shear bands to occur for our steel

specimens is 48 kg/s. Between the impacts momentum of 48 kg.m/s and 56 kg.m/s the

only type of shear bands that forms in the investigated steel samples are the deformed

bands. Furthermore above the impact momentum of 56 kg.m/s the transform bands or the

white etching bands occur. Therefore, we can conclude that the strain rate produced by

the applied impact momentum below 48 kg.m/s in RHA steel des not meet the required

minimum strain rate to cause the initiation of the shear bands. At impact momentum of

above 48 kg.m/s and below 56 kg.m/s, the corresponding shain rate is not suffrciently
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high to cause occunence of transformed band, but suffrcient enough to trigger formation

of deformed band consisting of distorted grains. At impact momentum above 56 kg.m/s

intense strain localization leading to formation of transformed bands occurs and at impact

momentum in excess of 58 kg.m/s, the transformed shear bands crack extensively leading

to specimens' fracture. Some cracks are observed in steel specimen impacfed at 56.3

kg.m/s. With increasing impact momentum, these cracks will propagate and cause failure.

A correlation is observed between the results of dynamic mechanical loading and

microstructure of the samples. As the impact momentum of RHA Steel and tungsten

samples increases, the maximum flow stress increases until the applied impact

momentum is high enough to trigger the formation of ASBs and then the maximum flow

stress begins to decrease with further increase in impact momentum. At this point, the

flow stress is dominated by thermal softening, extreme strain localization and occurrence

of adiabatic shear bands.

Low strain-rate sensitivity in the tungsten alloy causes the formation of ASBs [35]. In

tungsten at the low impact momentum (below 52 kg.m/s), no shear bands was observed.

Therefore, the minimum impact momentum for tungsten alloy to show shear bands is 52

kg.m/s. Above this impact momentum, pieces of tungsten flaked off from the specimen.

This detachment of fragments is because of the formation of ASBs which are extremely

brittle. SEM examination of Tungsten alloy proves the occurrence of shear bands

formation at the point where the fragments are detached from the test specimen. The

shear bands, once initiated in tungsten cracked leading to fracture of the specimen. The

strain rate produced by the applied impact momentum above 52 Kg.m/s is high enough to
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initiate and propagate the shear band and cause the immediate cracking and fracture in

the tungsten alloy.

For aluminum alloy, plastic deformation is dominated by adiabatic heating and

occruïence of ASBs and there was no significant change in maximum flow stress as the

impact momentum was increased within the range of the applied impact momentum. [n

aluminum, ASBs could be initiated with impact momentum as low as 29 kg.m/s. The

type of ASBs observed in the aluminum alloy is the deformed type.

As previously mentioned, the hardness of the shear bands in RFIA Steel, Tungsten,

and aluminum alloys is higher than the hardness outside shear bands. Grain boundaries

act as barriers to motion of dislocation during plastic deformation. Increased grain

boundary as the results of grain modification due to shear bands will therefore lead to

higher resistance to plastic deformation and therefore to increased hardness inside shear

bands. Shear bands have finer grain size compared to the region outside the shear bands.

The higher hardness of shear bands could be the results of finer grain size and the

extreme localization of shear strain in the shear band region [43]. Rogers and Shasty [19]

also observed that the hardness of white etching bands in steel was dependent on carbon

content.

Microstructural evolution of white etching bands in martensitic steel after high strain

rate deformation by Wingrove t45] showed shear bands consist of high density

dislocation and extremely fine cell boundaries.

In this investigation, it was observed that the hardness measured inside the shear

bands is higher than that measured outside shear bands in the steel, aluminum, and

tungsten specimens because there are signiflrcant increases in dislocations within the
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bands in these samples (Tables 4.2 - 4.4). This investigation also shows that the hardness

of the white etching bands in steel samples increases with increasing impact momentum.

This may be the result of increased intensity of grain fragmentation and dislocation

generation inside the shear bands during impact at higher impact momentum. (Fig a.20)
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5 Chapter 5: Conclusions

The main objective of this research was to investigate the formation of ASBs in

selected armor materials that were tested at high strain rate using Direct Impact

Hopkinson Pressure Bar at strain rates in excess of 103 S-1. Dynamic stress-strain

responses for each group of samples were generated to provide information on

mechanical properties of these materials.

Microstructural evolution in the material during high strain-rate deformation is also

investigated. The following conclusions can be made from the results of the experimental

investigations:

o Occurrence of shear bands has a major influence on dynamic stress-strain curves

for the materials and causes failure at high strain rates.

o Occurrence of ASBs depends on the type of the material that is been investigated.

. The ASBs formed during the impact loading of the steel samples are either

deformed bands or white etching bands depending on the impact momentum, but

in aluminum and tungsten, there are only deformed bands present when observed

under the optical microscope.

. The width of shear bands in steel samples increases with increasing impact

momenfum.

o The micro hardness measurements showed that the hardness values inside the

adiabatic shear band in all specimens are much higher than in the bulk material.
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This may be due to the high dislocation density and finer structure inside the shear

bands.

Hardness of the shear bands in impacted RHA steel samples increases with

increasing impact momentum due to increase intensity of strain localization,

grains fragmentation and dislocation generation inside the shear bands.

The ASBs are a preferred path for crack initiation and propagation leading to

fracture of the specimens.

Shear bands formed in aluminum alloy is deformed. They get darker with

increasing the impact momentum.

Shear bands formed in aluminum alloy have less cracking tendencies than the

shear bands formed in steel and tungsten alloy.

As the impact momentum increases for RHA Steel and tungsten alloy, the

maximum flow stress increases until it reaches the impact momentum that causes

the formation of ASBs and then starts to decrease with further increase in impact

momentum. At this impact momentum, the flow stress is dominated by thermal

softening, extreme strain localization and occurrence of adiabatic shear bands.

As the impact momentum increase in aluminum, there is no significant changes in

maximum flow stress, md the plastic deformation is dominated by adiabatic

heating and occurrence ofshear bands.

The ASBs formed in tungsten are very brittle and cause flaking of the material.

Aluminum 5083 alloy exhibits the lowest strength compared with RHA steel and

tungsten A90S alloy and is more ductile. It also shows the least tendency to

cracking than tungsten and steel.
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